The term “ego-documents” was defined in 1958 by the Dutch historian Jacob Presser. He argued that different historical sources in which the author is also the subject of the story cannot be classified as autobiographical writings, and he called these sources, which include information about interests, fears, joy and worries, ego-documents¹. In German historiography the term “Selbstzeugnis” (see e.g Winfried Schulze)² is very common and can be treated as synonymous with “ego-document”. These autobiographical writings have recently become popular among European researchers, connected as they are with a new, anthropological orientation in history. Consequently it is to be hoped that

results attained by historians will be widely used by anthropologists, historians and theorists of literature and psychologists.

Microhistorical research, concentrating on understanding human activity, an individual perspective and evaluation of the world in early modern times, was impossible as long as macro-historical methods of research were used. Focusing on the individualized issues will enable historians to answer the questions posed by historical anthropology.

Thanks to the publications by Ph. Lejeune\(^3\), J. Amelang\(^4\), J.P. Bardet, F.J. Ruggiu\(^5\), R. Houlbrooke\(^6\), W. Schulze, R. Mordenti\(^7\), K. von Greyerz\(^8\), research on ego-documents was initiated and research teams were appointed in Italy (R. Mordenti), France (F.J. Ruggiu, Sylvie Mouysset\(^9\)), Switzerland (K. von Greyerz), Germany\(^10\) and Austria (W. Tersch\(^11\)).

\(^10\) See: *Das dargestellte Ich*, passim.
The development of research has changed the concept of ‘ego-document’. This category now includes other sources. This can be represented by the following scheme:

1) Jacob Presser (1958)
Ego-document – “different historical sources in which the author is also a subject of the story” = not only autobiographies as a genre of literature

2) Followers
Ego-document – “sources where authors describe themselves or are fully described in the descriptive document”
New category of sources = not only first-person writings (probate inventories, testaments, testimonies of witnesses, statements or pledges by accused and sentenced persons during litigations, court cases, as well as notes made in the margins of books and private drawings, and private collections of different texts such as miscellanea and *silva rerum*.

3) New approach
Self-description or description = self-determination
Author = or ≠ narrator = or ≠ actor (a hero or a hidden hero).

It is necessary to highlight the fact, that in Poland the whole discussion concerned with ego-documents was almost non-existent until recently and private writings have been treated by historians as inferior to other sources, especially political ones, and by historians of literature as inferior sources from an artistic point of view in comparison to high literary achievements. Of course, there were some exceptions, like the research developed by K. Matwijowski, B. Rok and J. Wojtowicz but they were very rare.¹²

¹² From the most interesting attempts we should mention e.g.: E. Kizik, *Kronika Henryka Donnera. XVIII-wieczne źródło do dziejów mennonitów żuławskich* [The Henry Donner Chronicle as an 18th-century source of the Żuławy Mennonites history], “Zeszyty Naukowe Wydziału Humanistycznego
The Polish project: “Ego-documents in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (16th–18th Centuries)”

The Polish project presented here is going to be a part of a European web created by national teams from Italy, Great Britain, Switzerland, Germany, France and other countries. This work was encouraged by F.J. Ruggiu and his French team during meeting under the title *Les Ecrits du for privé*. Several years’ continuous cooperation between national teams and the supervisors of projects gives a perfect opportunity to exchange experiences and results of their research, and what is even more important, to introduce Polish results into the European area in the future. The project derives from research in archives and libraries in Poland, Lithuania, Belarus and Ukraine (the sources for the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth).

In accordance with the definition of “ego-documents”, sources such as the following will be carefully analysed: diaries, autobiographies, private and family correspondence, as well as notes made in margins and private drawings, and private collections of different texts such as manuscript books and *silva rerum*.

There are three planned stages of this project. The first one, using the wide definition of ego-document, will reveal the number and specificity of such sources, and will enable the building of a bio-bibliographical database.

The second stage involves building a database in which the user will find information about the author of the source, the place

---

of its storage, its current state, and previous editions of the whole text or part of it. Fragments of the source will be also available in order to prove its autobiographical character. The database will be accessible via the portal *Historicus* managed by the Nicolaus Copernicus University. Thanks to its bilingual nature (Polish, English) it will be accessible and popular across Europe.

In the third stage of the project – articles connected with particular problems known in the European field of research into ego-documents, such as: social and cultural practice revealed in ego-documents; personal and group identity and identification; time, place and ways of functioning in ego-documents; memory and time perspective; human life stages reflected in first-person writings. Before these articles will be written and published, wide discussion will take place. The articles will certainly touch on issues crucial for other European research teams (proposed during the International Meeting in Bordeaux, 21–25 May 2008)\(^{13}\), and they will enable a wide analysis of mental changes taking place in Europe, perceived from the individual point of view. That is why these articles will be written in English and made accessible via the *Historicus* portal (and other European portals as well).

The meaning of the project can be summarised in two dimensions:

1) Its national value lies in a projected database, which will help to list precisely and evaluate sources connected with private writings. The articles will provide the beginning of the discussion which will be undertaken by historians of literature and mentality and by historians of culture in the widest sense.

---

\(^{13}\) European Science Foundation Exploratory Workshop on *Ego-documents in European Context. First-person writings in Europe from the end of the Middle Ages to the beginning of the twentieth century*. This workshop was led by François Joseph Ruggiu and organized at the University of Bordeaux 3 – Michel Montaigne.
2) In the international context the project will permit the inclusion (thanks to the database) of Polish results into European and world research connected with private writings. In such a way it will help to find some answers to questions about the European social and cultural identity in the early modern period. Polish researchers will use the experience of western colleagues and at the same time will provide them with Polish results.

That is why this project constitutes a Polish contribution into European discussion over social and cultural identity in the early modern period, presented from the point of view of ego-documents.

**Examples of Polish private writings**

Private writings from the Polish – Lithuanian Commonwealth are of course represented by genres which are typical of autobiographical literature. There are diaries, chronicles, memoires, collections of letters, written by nobles or burghers, and writings belonging to the intellectual elite. These texts were and still are very well known and have been analyzed as examples of the so-called Sarmatian culture, the texts which reflected the self-consciousness of their authors.

As an example of changes in the approach to research, we can provide an analysis of correspondence collections. Personal letters reflect not only the attitude toward political events. They testify to the internal dilemmas and thoughts of the individual. The great heroes of the world of politics and culture are just normal people who have to deal with common problems. By analyzing such ego-documents we get access to the inner world of these characters. A great example of the private speech that reveals the private thoughts and feelings of the hero is a letter of a Bishop of Kraków
Andrzej Stanisław Załuski to a Bishop of Smolensk Jerzy Mikołaj Hylzen:\[14\]:

Ja inter tot et tantos nie mogę znaleźć człowieka, żebym miał adjutorium ad regendam Dioecesim, a sam cale już deficis i po ostatniej chorobie pamięć straciłem i zmysły czuje w sobie cale osłabione, ciało ociężałe, że się sam z sobą nie poznaję, il faudra serieusement penser à ma retraite et à la vie toute tranquile pour avoir une intervalle entre la vie et la mort. Co in confidentia JWPanu zwierzam et extremis laboro oczy, że i przy okularach ciężko czytać i nogi, które mi dużo puchną, pierwsze ex continuo exercitio, drugie ex non exercitio i ze zbytnej nad stołikiem sedentaryi. [I can’t find anywhere a person who could help me to govern the diocese. I am completely weak. After the last illness I have lost my memory, my senses are weak and my body is so heavy that I can’t recognize myself. I have to think seriously about retirement and a peaceful life in order to manage the interval between life and death. I want to confess that my eyes hurt me, reading is hard even with glasses, and my legs swell. The first are getting hurt because of too much work and the other due to lack of work and because of continuous sitting at a desk].

There are also manuscripts kept in archives and libraries, which were neglected for a long time by traditional historiography, but which are useful for research into everyday life and private life history – probate inventories, testaments, sayings of witnesses, statements or pledges of participants during litigations (legal procedures in court).

---

One of this private literature genre is a collection of varied texts – *silva rerum* (Latin: forest of things). They contained political texts (excerpts of Sejm and sejmik diaries, correspondence, speeches), literary texts (verses, poetry, memoires, sayings) and private notes – information concerning travelling, probate inventories, economic budget, housekeeping accounts, dates of descendants or family members – births, weddings and funerals.

The term *silva rerum* has been interpreted so many times that the same designation: hand-written book, was applied in many different ways. The reasons for this situation can be found in the purpose of the research itself. The Latin expression *silva rerum*, used by the creators of old Polish codices, meant in Polish “forest of things” and thus introduced varieties of structure and meaning. Stefania Skwarczyńska, the author of the unique (at least so far) analysis of the generic forms of *silva*-shows “varietas” as the basic factor, making the book’s structure special and different\(^{15}\). According to her, the following elements of the books were crucial: the number of pieces included, the variety of text and form of these pieces, and the richness of the problems presented.

This variety of definitions of *silva* is a result of the different methodological attitudes of workers in different disciplines. In the humanities the meaning of these handwritten texts and their significance was noticed first by literary historians and political history specialists. This was a consequence of the richness of manuscript sources connected with literature, registering current events from everyday life: political and private. As the interest in the history of habits was deepening, so *silva* (which demonstrated the traditional rhythm of their authors’ life, agreeing with

both the natural and liturgical calendar) became a real mine of examples derived from the noble families, essential when characterising a human being in the baroque and enlightenment eras. In recent years these manuscript volumes have been analysed from the anthropological point of view, as they contain some folklore texts.

The controversy concerning the rules relating to the inclusion of these handwritten manuscripts in archive collections proved to be the third factor responsible for terminological problems. One of the essential elements of this argument between librarians and archivists was the definition of silva. Helena Więckowska, concerned about the completeness of collections, suggested the inclusion of officers’, soldiers’ and politicians’ writings in archives, whilst writings belonging to scientists, musicians and writers should become part of a library. This solution, based on the rule that anything connected to officials should be located in archives, while private collections should be in libraries, turned out to be ineffective in the case of the silva-type manuscripts. In many cases it is impossible to separate the private and official functions of the author of such and such a manuscript (e.g., writings by Adam Kępski and Ignacy Przyjemski are private in their character, as well as public).

The real “career” of these handwritten texts began at the end of the 16th century and lasted to the end of the Noble Republic of Poland. It was linked with Sarmatism and unexpectedly brought a large number of formal solutions and text variety. Because there were no established rules for the production of a handwritten book, there was a range and variety of these texts. Poetics and

---

rhetoric manuals defined *silva* only as a literary piece concerned with many subjects. A Jesuit poet, Maciej Kazimierz Sarbiewski, described *silva* in this way. The nobility introduced Latin names into the title of their writings because “lingua Latina” was attractive. The ideas were found in popular rhetoric manuals. The first pages often contained words and expressions such as “miscellanea, nihil et omnia, penum synopticum, varia, vorago rerum, otia publica, otia domestica”\(^{17}\).

Manuscript books of *silva rerum* were ignored for a long time by traditional historians of politics who were looking for sources of political texts. At the same time they were treated as a unique example of Sarmatian culture, not existing in other countries.

It emerged, following detailed comparative research, that this phenomenon of manuscript private writings, under different names, existed all over early modern Europe – “les livres de raison”, “notizie della famiglia”, “commonplace books”, “Wirtschaftsbücher”.

In my opinion we can talk about the specificity of *silva rerum* as an example of Sarmatian culture not because of its form (we can find similar manuscripts in Italy or in England). The specificity relies on a function which is fulfilled by these books. *Silva*, which collected historical and political *exempla*, and brought together many occasional speeches – from congratulation on the occasion of a childbirth up to Parliamentary speeches – reflected a certain type of a nobleman’s private interests and needs. In the

face of a constant lack of compendiums and printed hand-books, *silva* collected the knowledge and current experiences of the nobleman, author and possessor of the book. They became books of noble wisdom, written on the one hand “ad subsidium memoriae” (for the author), on the other hand “ad posteritatem” (for the author’s descendants).

To conclude our explanation of the Polish experience with the historiography of first-person writings, we can mention an example of memorizing tradition by a noble family in the Early Modern period. It is an example of the activity of the Działowski family from the Royal Prussia region18.

The Działowski, living in Chełmno Land until the 20th century, belonged to the szlachta (nobility) and the landed gentry who attached significance to learning about, constructing and maintaining the memory of members of their family. In the first half of the 18th century Wawrzyniec Działowski created the so-called black book of the Działowskis on the basis of preliminary research in the court and private archives of Royal Prussia. It is a lost manuscript including extracts from documents and memoirs from the 16th to the 18th centuries, concerning the family and families related to them. Wawrzyniec was motivated not only by his private curiosity, but also by the desire to strengthen the prestige and the social position of his family. That is why, when in 1738 in the second volume of the armorial by Kacper Niesiecki (*Krona polska*) only there appeared a very laconic comment about the Działowski family, Wawrzyniec asked Józef Andrzej Załuski (one of the greatest historians and intellectuals, who formed the first National Library) for help, and sent a summary of the work

about the Działowskis to the author of the armorial, Niesiecki, who included it in the supplement to the 4th volume. It shows that since the 18th century the representatives of the family had spread the untrue legend about their origin from the medieval knight Mikołaj Działowski, known for supporting Poland during the Thirteen Years War.

Hand-written notes in the above-mentioned copy of the volume Korona polska kept in the collection of the Copernicus Library in Toruń and belonging to Wawrzyniec’s descendants until the end of the 19th century show that the Działowskis treasured the memory of their family. Wawrzyniec’s son, Teodor, recorded births, weddings and deaths of his family’s members on the end pages of the book in the years 1763–1778, thereby creating a form of chronicle of the Działowski family residing in Turzno. The records, which came from the manuscript traditions of silva rerum, were later completed by Teodor’s brother, Dionizy, Wawrzyniec’s great-grandchild, Ksawery, and the unidentified person who continued writing the chronicle until the genealogical line of the family died out in 1899. In this way the unique source of information about the genealogy of the Działowskis family, and their desire to maintain a memorial about their family, was created.

W pierwszej części artykułu autor opisuje doświadczenia badań egodokumentów w różnych krajach europejskich, wskazując na zmianę zakresu samego pojęcia egodokument. Następnie charakteryzuje polski projekt, którego celem jest utworzenia bazy danych piśmiennictwa przestrzeni prywatnej i włączenia jej w obieg europejski. Na zakończenie podaje przykłady konkret-nych badań odnoszących się do analizy rękopisów szlacheckich, zachowanych w archiwach rodowych.
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